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Best Beauty Buys 2012

TheWinners

Our annual Beauty Issue comes slightly earlier this year as
beauty editor Donna Fitzpatrick joins forces with Ireland’s
leading beauty industry professionals to bring you the
winners of our Best Beauty Buys for 2012 in skincare,
make-up, body and hair.

photo: Andrew O’Toole
Hair: Mark leeson
Make-up: Aleesa Hall, using MAC
Styling: Emma Cotrill
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FOr SenSiTive Skin
Ren Hydra-Calm
Cleansing Milk, d20
leaves dry, sensitive and delicate
skin puriﬁed, refreshed, calmed
and soothed.
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CleanSing Oil
Kéraskin Huile Nudité,
d40
The perfect one-step
cleanse.This dissolves even
waterproof, long-wear face,
eye and lip products,
leaving skin supple.
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CLEANSERS
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Editor's Choice

Emma Hardie Amazing, d50.80
By itself the rich moringa balm melts
away impurities. add some rosehip seeds
to make a polish. Finish with
the microﬁber cloth for absolute
perfection.

FOaming CleanSer

YonKa lotion, d29.50
This lotion is heaven in a
bottle. Simply spritz on
freshly-cleansed skin and
gently tap in to leave skin
perfectly prepped for
treatments.
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Best

Yon-Ka Lotion
This lotion is heaven in a bottle. Simply spritz on
freshly-cleansed
skin and gently tap in to leave skin
Best
gel
CleanSerprepped for treatments.
perfectly

NeoStrata ExfoliatingWash, d27.54
This soap-free foaming cleanser effectively removes
oil and make-up without irritation. lightly exfoliates
without over-drying.

Best
TOner
Murad HydratingToner, d27.50
Perfect for dry, delicate
complexions, this toner leaves skin
rehydrated with surface impurities
neutralised and skin soothed and
softened. it’s the perfect step
between cleansing and moisturising.

Elemis Melting
Cleansing
Gel, d27.50
Using dual-phase
technology – melting
from a luxe gel to a rich
milk – the complexion
is instantly transformed
and cleansed without
compromising the skin’s
delicate PH balance.

